


As a university student, Sinan lives on his own a long way away from his family. He is an 
introvert by nature and lacking in social skills. Sinan has a budgerigar called Barba at home. 
He talks to, and confides in Barba. Sinan is in love with one of his classmates, but has no 
contact with the girl in reality. As his love grows deeper and he remains unable to 
communicate with her, so he withdraws more and more into himself.

Sinan spends a fair amount of time writing poetry and looks on his poems as a vehicle for Sinan spends a fair amount of time writing poetry and looks on his poems as a vehicle for 
changing the world and guiding people towards happiness. Yet at the same time he knows 
that in reality the exercise serves no other purpose than to exacerbate his sense of 
loneliness and despair. Sinan also comes to realize that his connection with Barba is no 
more than a self-made delusion. From this point on, his outlook on life and himself begins to 
change.

SYNOPSIS



The feeling of loneliness brings in tow a succession of troubles and unhappiness as it takes 
hold. To my mind, anyone who becomes acquainted with loneliness at a young age is liable to 
suffer far more than otherwise. After all, feelings can only be recognized and analysed once 
they have been channelled through the distillery that is life. Being able to make sense of youth 
means discarding it first. Young people’s efforts to get to know and understand themselves 
constitute an important aspect of life, and this endeavour is, in fact, nothing short of careering 
towards old age. At the present moment we are younger than we will be at a future moment in 
time, which means in turn that we are caught up in an endless race. It is a tragicomic time, which means in turn that we are caught up in an endless race. It is a tragicomic 
paradox. A joyless one.

When I first began constructing this story, I was influenced by a real-life event that I heard 
about in the hall of residence where I spent my first year at university. Four years later I felt 
moved to write a stage play. The drama as told to me was enhanced by my own observations 
and experiences.

Today, I see that nothing has changed. This conclusion motivated me to take up the project 
once more, but this time to adapt Bird for the screen. I am not sure; perhaps I miss my youth 
and am trying to rediscover it. Yes, it is impossible and sad. But choosing meaningful 

DIRECTOR’S NOTE



Born in Istanbul, Çoșkun Irmak graduated from Ege University with an undergraduate degree in 
Sociology. He went on to study Dramatic Writing at Dokuz Eylül University for a further two 
years before leaving full-time education. He then worked at the Diyarbakır State Theatre as a 
dramatist, actor and director. During the 2002-2004 theatre seasons he served as manager of 
the Van State Theatre. He has won several awards for plays he has written and staged. He also 
took story and writing credits for Öyle Bir Geçer Zaman Ki (How Time Passes), a television 
drama series broadcast over 120 episodes between 2010-2013. The series, which won high 
audience ratings in Turkey, was also screened in many other countries.audience ratings in Turkey, was also screened in many other countries.

Irmak completed Kuș (Bird), his debut feature film, in 2015. He is currently a director for the 
Ankara State Theatre, while also continuing his work on other theatre, film and literary projects.
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TECHNICAL INFO

Original Title : KUȘ
English Title : BIRD
Exhibition Format/ratio : DCP (1,77 : 1), Blu-Ray
Shooting Format : 2K
Picture Format : Color
Runtime : 110 min.
Original Language : TurkishOriginal Language : Turkish
Subtitles : English, French
Country of Production : Turkey
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